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THANK YOU FOR 25 YEARS!

W

rites Frederick Buechner:
“Sin sprouts, as banana trees on the
Nile, whenever the effect of your
relationship with others is to
diminish rather than enlarge them.
There is no neutral corner in your
human encounters, no antiseptic
arena in which ‘nobody is hurt’ or
‘nobody else knows about it.’ You
either make people a little bit better,
or leave them a little worse.You
define your faith and moral posture
in the ordinary stuff of your daily
routine. The Kingdom belongs to
those, as artless as children, who
love others simply and directly,
without thinking about anything but
them. The inheritors of the Promise
are those unsung folks who lend
others a hand when they’re falling.
That’s the only work that matters in
the end.”
Restorationvillage.net

This year was the 25th Christmas at Restoration
Village. Without the “…unsung folks who lend
others a hand when they’re falling” – (those like
you), the opportunities for a second chance
would have been hampered to say the least.
Restoration Village is grateful to you for being
one of those who will be and are, “inheritors of
the Promise” and walked along beside the
ministry.
We rest not upon the past, its failures, its
success, our wrong responses, our little faith, but
upon His faithfulness during our stumbling
journey towards the Promise Land. We are
privileged to play a part in it and share that
journey with you. The scholars come to Jesus
and ask: “What is the greatest commandment?”
Jesus replies, “You shall love the Lord your God
with all your heart and with all your soul and with
all your mind. This is the greatest and first
commandment. And the second is like it: You
shall love your neighbor as yourself.” Restoration
Village is about investing our lives in the future as
it is not about us - it is about the ones that follow
behind. So much has happened in 25 years of
being involved in the lives of others that we can
now see the fruits of those moments of love and
sharing hope and know that the Promises are
being fulfilled. We are eternally grateful.

Village News
First major winter storm of 2013 dumped 9
inches of ice and snow and closed area schools
for a week this past December.

A major project in 2014 will be the
renovation of the library/chapel that
was damaged in the 2010 storm. Some
work was begun this past year.
Faith Riders performed all the manual
labor to install a new roof on the barn.
They also secured Christmas presents
for a family this year.
Junior League and many vendors performed a monumental
task of renovating all of the
lodge bedrooms for
the residents.

Fall Festival is always a fun
occasion for former and current
residents.
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There have been 2 babies born on Right to
Life Sunday in our past but this is the first
Christmas baby. Jackson was born 12/26
and even if we didn’t have a manger, we
rejoiced, there was a room in our inn.
Dorcas (current resident) and
Trinity (former resident) were
installed into the “National Society
of Leadership and Success” at
NWACC in December.

Forget the gifts, just “give me some good old
paper and I will enjoy.”

Farewell to the Valley House that was damaged
beyond repair in an ice storm.

This was the year
for Gingerbread
houses from Village
children and
supporters of the
Village.
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Not resting upon any laurels or achievements
Restoration Village anticipates a new year with joy
and the faith to get it done. The dedication of the
National Child Protection Center at Northwest
Arkansas Community College is scheduled to occur in
February. The renovation of the Library/Chapel here
on the property has already begun and we anticipate
its reopening for use sometime in the spring. The
building will have more offices for the counseling
staff and a much larger restroom. In the warmer
months we plan to get the other half of the
horseshoe shaped driveway paved and expand the
parking area over at the chapel. It has only taken 25
years to finish this project. Hopefully sliding barn
doors can be installed and we can finally hide the loft
area from public view and protect our lawn
equipment from the elements and children.
There is a completely new Board of Directors
beginning in 2014 and we are entrusting in them to
ascertain God’s direction in the coming years as to
the furtherance of how the Village will offer
opportunities for others to begin afresh and be

restored to newness of life. For 25 years the Village
has stood as a lighthouse attracting women and
children to experience the possibility of a second
chance. During the Christmas season a letter from
one of the residents was slid under the office door
that reads in part: “The three years have been not
easy in different ways. I have been in the valley
several times of which sometimes I thought I will
never get out. With your help and the staff you help
me get out with painful bruises and at other times no
bruises at all. You have stood with me in my
brokenness and in my happy times and humbled me
because you did not give up on me when I used to
give up on myself. I get overwhelmed by what
blessing you are to so many women and children.”
Just a part of her letter, but her words are to you for
having walked this journey with Restoration Village
and our gratefulness is reflected in her life.
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